PUBLIC SPACE FURNITURE

XBENCH BENCHES FOR THE PUBLIC SPACE
Simple and stylish. Strong and comfortable construction.
The X product series of street furniture.

The own product range of OÜ Weldmet Solution
consists of furniture for public spaces. This includes
ashtrays and rubbish bins, sorting bins, benches,
tables and bicycle holders for indoor and outdoor
use.

NEW CANAPE and NEW STOOL

Our products are durable, modern and fit well with
the surroundings; in addition to looking nice, they
are also customer-friendly and easily maintained.

Our bench XBench has been designed and
manufactured in such a way that it meets
the durability requirements set for city furniture,
while its design shows that modern trends have
also not been forgotten. These benches are suitable
for use in both outdoor and indoor premises
as well as next to footpaths and park trails.

In cooperation with our customers, we are
constantly creating new products and improving
the existing ones. We believe that the best feedback
can only come from users.

As a designer, I have given a kind of professional
pledge – I design products that I would be happy
to use myself. I believe that the X-series meets all
these requirements.”

”

- Tarmo Luisk, designer

Our primary customers are homeowners,
apartment associations, companies, cities and
rural municipalities.

The frames of XBench benches are made of painted
metal. The seat and the backrest are available in
laminated timber; upon special orders, also in
heat-treated wood or recyclable plastic. The range
of colours is diverse, depending on the material.
It is recommended to perform maintenance on
the wooden surface once a year with a pigmented
wood protection product, whereas the products
made of recyclable plastic require practically
no maintenance.
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New Canape
+ Width 2200 mm (seat 2000 mm) and depth 750 mm
+ The trendy XBench New Canape is equipped

2000 mm

with a backrest
+ Material of seats is laminated timber; upon special
+ Many colour options, depending on the material
+ Standard colour of the metal frame is grey RAL 7022
+ The metal frame can be painted your desired

500 mm

orders, also recyclable plastic or heat-treated wood

colour upon special order
+ Can also be customized for a specific object

100 mm

410 mm

45 mm

45 mm

710 mm

New Stool
+ Width 2000 mm and depth 450 mm
+ The trendy XBench New Stool is without a backrest
+ Material of seats is laminated timber; upon special

2000 mm

+ Many colour options, depending on the material
+ Standard colour of the metal frame is grey RAL 7022

460 mm

orders, also recyclable plastic or heat-treated wood

+ The metal frame can be painted your desired

100 mm

colour upon special order
+ Can also be customized for a specific object
70 mm

45 mm

450 mm
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